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NOTE ON PSEUDOUMBfi.,ICAL SUBMANlFOLDS OF CODIMENSION
3 WITH NON~ZEROCONSTANTMEAN CURVATURE
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§ O. Introduction

Let Mn be an n-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimensional Euclidean
space E'" (n<m) with the mean curvature veCtor H*O. If the second fund
amental tensor in the normal direction H is proportional to the nrstfuilda
mental tensor of the submanifold Mn. then Mn is said to be pseudoumbilicaI.
The mean curvature vector H is said to be non-par~llel if the covariant de
rivative of H along Mn has non-zero normal component everywhere.

Chen and Yano have recently proved the following:

THEOREM A ([5J). Let Mn be a pseudoumhilical submanifold of codimen
sion 3 of an (n+3)-dimensional Euclidean space En+3 with non-zero cons
tant mean curvature. If the normal connection is trivial and the mean curva-

'ture vector is non-parallel. then the submanifold Mn is conformally flat for
n>3. and consequently Mn is not contained in any kypersphere of En+3 and
it is the locus of moving (n-l)-spkeres where an (n-l)-sphere means a hy
perspkere of a Euclidean n-space.

The main purpose of the present note is to remove the condition stated in
Theorem A that the nonnal connection is trivial.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods IV; if} and immersed isometrically in En+3 by

where X is the position vector from the origin of En+3 to a point of Mn.
(In the sequel. the indicies h. j. i. k. ... run over the range {I, 2, "', n} ). We
identify X(Mn) with Mn itself and represent it by

X=X(7)1.7)2, •••• 7)").

We put x.=o.X, 0.=0/07]·, then Xi are n linearly independent vectors
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tangent to M" and denote bye, D and E three mutually orthogonal·· unit
normals to Mn. Then, denoting by gji the fundamental metric tenso~ ~f

Mn, we have,

gJi=XrXi'

where the dot means that the inner product of tangent vectors in En+3•.

Now denoting by P' j the operator of van derWaerden-Bortolotti covariant
differentiation with respect to gJi we have equations of Gauss for Mn of
En+3

(1.1) P'jXi=Jti;iC+kJiD+lJiE,

where kji, kji, lji are the second fundamental tensors with respect to e, D, E
respectively. The mean curvature vector is then given by

(1. 2) H= (1/n)gJip'jXi,

where gji are contravariant components of the metric tensor.
The equations of Weingarten are given by

(1.3) 17J-C=-h!Xi+ljD+mjE,

f7 jD= -k!Xk-1J-C+njE,

17 ·E= -I ftXk-m ·C-n-DJ J J J'

where k/=kjtglk, kjk=kjtgtk, l!=ljtgtk and lj, mj and nj are third funda
mental tensOrs. We denote the normal components of P'J-C, f7 jDand P'jE by
f7rC, 17/ D and f7;-E respectively.

The normal vector field e is said to be parallel if we have J7lC=O, that
is, I j and mj vanish identically and it said to be non-parallel if f7/e never
vanishes, that is, ltlt+mtmt never vaDishes, where It=ligit, mt=migit.

We have equations of Gauss:

(1.4) Kkjt=kltkji-h!hki+kikji-k!kki+lkklji-ltlki,

where Kkjik is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor, those of Codazzi:

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1- 7)

17,}tji-f7pki-lkkji+ljkki-m!Jji+mjlki=O,

17kkji-17jkki+1"-ji-ljkki-nk1ji+nlki=O,

17!Jji-17l!li+mi!tji-mjhki+n!Jlji-njkki=O,

and those of Ricci:

(1.8)

(1.9)

17Te!j-17h+hrfkje-h/kkt+mkflj-mJoft,,=O,

V"mj-f7J-m,,+hrfljt-h/I1a+nTe!j-nh=O,
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(1.10)

§ 2. Pseudoumbilical submanifolds with non-zero constant mean
euroature

Throughout the rest of this paper, we suppose that Ma is a pseudoumbi
lieal submani,fold of codimension 3 of an Euclidean space E,,+3 with non-zero
constant mean curvature. Since the mean curvature vector H is nowhere
zero, we may choose the first normal C in the direction of H, that is, H=
IHI C. Then by the assumption we have

(2.1) kji=IHlgji' /H/=constant*O,

(2.2) kl=ll=O,

where kl=kjigji, Il=ljigii. Thus (1.5) becomes

(2.3) l"kji-ljkiti+mJl,ji-mhi=O.

Trapsvecting (2. 3) with glti and taking account of (2. 2), we obtain

(2.4) kjJ,t+I/ttmt=O.

Moreover, transvecting (2. 3) with li and mi and using (2. 4), we find res
pectively

(2.5)

and

(2.6) kj(mt11e-1tmk) =klt'Cm,lj-Itmj)'

If we transvect lie and mle to (2. 3) and make use of . (2. 4) (2. 6), then
we find respectively

(2.7)

and

(2.8) (m, l)kii+ (rn, m)lji=k/(mtli-ltmi),

where (I, l)=ltlt, (I, m) =Itrnt and (m, m) =mtmt. Eliminating Iji from the
last two equalities, we get

(2.9)

where we have put

.dkji = (kj,lt) {<rn, m)li-(m, l)mi}

+ (kjtmt) ~(l, I)mi- (t, m)ti},

(2.10) LJ=(/, I)(m, m)-(m, 1)2.

Transvecting (2. 7) with mjmi and using (2. 4), we obtain
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(2.11) (I, l)k(m, m) +(m, m)k(l, I) =2(1, m)k{l, m).

where, k(t, I) =kjiljli, k(l, m) =kpJmi and k(m, m) =kj £11ljmi.
TraJlS1tection (2.9) witli 1; and mi yields respecti\7ly

(2.12) Akjelt= {(l,m)k(m, I) -(I, t)k(m, m)} Ij

+ {(I, l)k(m, I) -(m, l)k(l, l)} mj

~nd

(2.13) Akjimt-- {(m, m)k(m, 1) -(m, l)k(m, m)} lj

+ {(m, I)k(m, I) -(m, m)k(l, I)} mJ

because of (2.11). Thus (2.9) reduces to

(2.14) iPkji=LJ{-k(m,m)lii-k(I,I)mjmi

+k(m, 1) (IJ"'I1li+1;mj)} •

In the same way, we can verify from (2. 4) , (2. 7) and (2. 8) that

(2.15) A21ji=A {I (I, m) (ljmi+1imj) -I(m, m)ljli

-1(I, I) mJ"'I1li} ,

where l(l,I)=ljilili, l(m,I)=lj,"'I1lJl i and l(m, m) =ljimimi.

Now suppose that LJ::pO on Mn. Then we can suitable choose the normal
directions D and E in such a way that there exist mutually orthogonal unit
vector fields ch and eA such that

(2.16)

(2.17)

From (2.11),

ck= (1/ '1/(1,1) )lh,

eA= (1/ '1/(t, 1)11) {(I, l)mh- (,n, l)lh}.

(2. 16) and (2. 17) we have

(2.18) kj,-cjtf+kjiej,f=O.

If we take account of (2. 16) and (2. 17), and make use of (2. 18) and
the fact that .1::pO, then (2.14) reduces. to

(2.19)

where kl=kjiCici and k2=kJ,-cJei.

Similarly we can derive from (2. 15), (2. 16) and (2. 17) that

(2.20)

where 11=lj;CJci and lz=lj,-cjei.
From (2. 19) and (2.20) we get
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~m ~t=~+k~~=~-k~

1jtCt=llCj+l:!ftj, ljtfl=l2,€ j-l1ej'

Thus, we have from (2. 19), (2. 20) and (2. 21)

(2. 22) k jtlf = (kIll+k.J2) (cJoCi+eJ-ei)

+ (k1l 2- k.J1) (cJ-ei-ejCt),

from which,

(2. 23) kjilji= 2 (kIll+k2l2) •

Also, from (2. 19), (2. 20) and (2. 21) we have

kjtk/= (112+k2
2) (CjCi+eJ-ei),

ljtll= (l12+ll) (cJ-ei+e~i)'

from which,

(2.24) k/I/I$i= (k1
2+k2

2)1/,

l/l/l$i= (l12+ li)l/
It follows from (2. 23) and (2. 24) that

(k1
2+122) (l12+l22) = (11l1+k2l2)2.

Hence we have k1l2 -kzl1=0. Therefore (2.22) implies that

(2.25) kjJ/-kitl/=O.

Denoting by H 2 and H 3 the symmetric nXn matrices given by (k}) and
(l}) respectively, we see from (2. 25) that H2H3 = H3H2• Since Mn is pseu
doumbilical, the second fundamental tensors H 1=(hl'), H 2=(k})and H 3=
(l}) are simultaneousely diagonalizable, that is, the normal connection of
'Mn in En+3 is trivial.

In the next place we consider the case in which 4=0. Moreover we assu
me that the mean curvature vector H is non-parallel, that is, 17rC=I=O at a
point of Mn. In this case we see that the vector field l" and m" are lineady
dependent. Thus, there exists a constant A such that m"=Al" on Mn. Put
A=tanO and

15=cos8 D+sin8 E,

E= -sinO D+cosO E.

Then we see that the third fundamental tensor in the normal direction jj va
nishes. Hence we may assume that mj=O. Substituting this into (2.3), we
obtain
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(2.26) likJi-lJkki=O,

from which, ·transvecting gJi and using the fact that k/=O, we get kJI-'=
.(). Thus; we have from (2.26) Ikkiikji=O. Since f'/C::f:O, we see that kii
=0. Consequently the normal connection is always trivial.

Summing up, we have

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let Mn be a pseudoumbilical submanifold 0/ codimension
3 of an Euclidean space En+3 with non-zero constant, mean curvature. If the
mean curvature vector is non-parallel, then tke 1l0rmdl connection 0/ Mn in
Et&+3 is trivial.

From Theorem A and Proposition 2. I' we have

THEOREM 2. 2. Under tke same assumptions as those stated in Proposition
2. 1, we have tke submanifold Mn is conformally flat for n>3, 41td Mn is
not contained in any hypersphere of Eto+3 and it is the locus of moving (n
O -spheres wkere an (n-I)-sphere means a hypersurface of Euclidean 11

space.
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